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While rarely heard of nowadays except in
Dr Apley's metaphorical sense, a tooth-comb
was in the past an essential weapon in the
battle against head-lice. Perhaps its apparently
superfluous prefix was suggested by the pain
caused by its being dragged across the scalp
and through tangled hair in the search for the
elusive nit.-Ep, BM7.

In defence of the under-40s

SIR,-Dr P Buisseret (1 May, p 1075) has
many strictures for my recent Personal View
article-so many that I wonder he bothered
to read it "two or three times" and to tot up its
grammatical errors, tautologies, and cliches
(none of them specified but some patently
intentional, by the way). Despite his assertion
that I could not be taken seriously he seems to
have taken me even more seriously than I take
myself: I never count my cliches. They seem,
however, to have hatched, for Dr Buisseret has
clearly got much of the message I meant to
convey.

Pace Dr Buisseret, I did not invent
"jugglery": it is, according to the Shorter
Oxford Dictionary, good Middle English. If
he really knows "acceptable and more subtle
English counterparts" for "angst" and
"manque," not to say for my neologism
"medico-bureaucrat," perhaps he will let us
have them (though I'd prefer simple English
synonyms, neither more nor less subtle than
the originals). His statement that I do not
understand the meanings of "apposite" and
"sacerdotal" is, of course, impossible to refute,
although if I do not the editors of the Shor4er
OED are in like case, for the meanings I have
in my head for those words are, I discover, the
meanings they provide. It is, however, certainly
possible to contest his statement that my article
contained "seven words or phrases which
convey no meaning" for I know of no word
that does not convey a meaning; and perhaps
therefore he will tell us which words he had in
mind.
May the kettle call the pot black ? Dr

Buisseret writes that "since you had evidently
seen fit to publish such nonsense, you should
receive an appropriate protest." A plain "since
you published such nonsense" would have
avoided a double tautology. And does he often
go in for inappropriate protests ? He says too
that I made "statements regarding the social
and intellectual behaviour of baboons, subjects
which have recently been thoroughly and
lucidly documented and found to be of a
remarkably advanced kind." Are the subjects
remarkably advanced, or is it the behaviour that
is? And if the latter, may we have details of
this documentation of the "intellectual
behaviour" of baboons ?-not, by the way,
that I made any reference to their social or
intellectual behaviour, with which I cannot
claim acquaintance.
None ofthe doctors who did me the kindness

of writing to me direct about the article had
anything but praise for it; and they were split
equally as to the age-40 barrier. My last and
much my most important point is that I did
in a sense, as Dr Buisseret suggests, write the
article after gazing into a mirror. I wrote it
after holding a mirror up to the whole pro-
fession, both the under-40s and the over-40s;
and he seems not to have noticed that my
criticisms-as distinct from statements of fact
or of purported fact-were reserved almost
entirely for the second group, among which, I

regret to say, I am certainly numbered. It was
not the doctors of Dr Buisseret's generation
I was accusing ("Who can blame them ?" I
wrote), but mostly those of my own, myself
included, for having failed his.

JoHN S BRADSHAW
How Caple,
Hereford

"Automatic" sun-glasses: a warning

SIR,-Several newspapers are carrying
advertisements for special sun-glasses, which
are recommended also as suitable for driving.
The novelty consists of photochromic glasses
-referred to as "automatic light filters"-and,
on the face of them, they appear to have
homoeostatic properties. The glasses darken
on exposure to light and vice versa. In their
present form they may constitute a driving
hazard, and I was told at the recent Northern
Optical Congress in Harrogate that one of the
principal manufacturers has no plan at present
to deal with this aspect. Published data-for
example, for Reactolite glass-show that,
irrespective of the tint, the time in which half
the total darkening is completed is of the order
of one minute. The time for the reverse
process-namely, half the recovery of the
maximum transmission-can be up to half an
hour or more.
The advertisements contain no warning to

the effect that such glasses can be a grave risk;
in fact one of them states, "You can wear them
all the time." The glasses are, however, a
hazard even in daytime, as anyone driving
through the Kingsway or any other similar
tunnel or underpass will discover with ease
and, on Italian motorways, with alarm.

R A WEALE
Institute of Ophthalmology,
London WCI

Skin contact pressures

SIR,-The article by Professor P H Fentem
and others (31 January, p 254) contained a
timely discussion of pressure measurement
techniques. Skin contact pressures are impor-
tant in "tissue viability" research, the emphasis
of which is on decubitus pressure problems,
estimated to affect 25 000 patients and to cost
Britain £60 million annually.' Skin contact
pressures may be helpful in fitting surgical
appliances, prostheses, splints, bandages, and
pressure garments other than stockings. A
review of the literature2 shows that skin
contact pressure research is a growing area,
with increasing numbers of workers using their
own methodologies. Discrepancies in results
are becoming apparent, and may be attributed
to factors such as sensor size and thickness as
well as the topography and consistency of the
site to which the sensor is applied.

Apart from a minority of methods which
include the "extraordinary" and the "blow by"
the commonly used are of two kinds: (1)
Space-occupying fluid-filled "fixed volume"
bladders often connected via a transducer to a
system capable of continuous recording; and
(2) the empty bladder kind usually of the
"electro-pneumatic" type. Both kinds may
have large or small and thick or thin sensors.
Comparison of the 8 x 4 cm square Scimedics
sensor developed for cushion prescription3 and

the 28 mm diameter sensor used by Isherwood
et a14 for assessing stump bandaging showed
that for nearly flat interfaces readings were
identical. The 28 mm sensor was used on a
series of hard cylinders of decreasing circum-
ference. If the sensor was taped in apposition,
and a baseline reading subtracted from the
"test" reading, a correction for sensor distor-
tion could be made. However, the limit of
the sensor was reached on a 3 in (8 cm)
circumference.
We believe that the field of skin pressure

research has a requirement for three sizes of
sensor-say, about 8, 3, and 1 cm in diameter,
whether or not these are capable of "spot"
measurements or continuous recording. We
would like to see more work comparing
different techniques so that perhaps agreed
methods can be used in the future. Would a
society such as the Biological Engineering
Society take on the promotion of stan-
dardisation ?

P A ISHERWOOD
London A Rossi

J E and J E DRUETT
Salisbury J C ROBERTSON

Fernie, G R, PhD thesis, University of Strathclyde,
Glasgow, 1973.

2 In preparation.
3Reswick, J B, and Rogers, J, Strathclyde Symposium

on Tissue Viability.
4Isherwood, P A, Robertson, J C, and Rossi, A, British

3'ournal of Surgery, 1975, 62, 982.

Low-dosage treatment with
tetrabenazine

SIR,-The drug tetrabenazine was introduced
for the management of Huntington's chorea
and allied disorders associated with choreiform
movements in 1971. McLellan et all recom-
mended it as the drug of choice in such
disorders, but two of their 10 patients deve-
loped Parkinsonian symptoms. Astin et al2 used
it in 26 such patients, but three had to stop
taking it because of side effects. The following
case report might help to extend the use of this
drug.
A mentally retarded woman of 52 was seen

as an outpatient and diagnosed as suffering
from congenital choreoathetosis. She was
referred back to her general practitioner with
the advice to start her on tetrabenazine 25 mg
daily and to increase the dose until an optimal
response had been obtained. When she was
seen six months later her choreiform move-
ments had completely disappeared but she
showed typical Parkinsonian symptoms. These
disappeared on withdrawal of the drug, but the
choreiform movements reappeared. Restarting
treatment with the smallest tablet available,
25 mg, twice a day again precipitated Parkin-
sonism. She was eventually stabilised
satisfactorily on a dose of approximately
6-25 mg twice to three times a day.
We should like to make a plea to the makers

for a smaller tablet in order to make the
management of such patients easier.

R SCHNEIDER
A P BUCHAN
T A COUSTON

St Margaret's Hospital,
Birmingham

lMcLellan, D L, Chalmers, R J, and Johnson, R H,
Lancet, 1974, 1, 104.

2 Astin, K J, and Jumpert, E W J, Lancet, 1974, 1, 512.
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